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Introduction

As the 'field of f m y study evolves, the need for conceptual frameworks

which-accurately describe, explain, and ,predict family interactions becomes more

'410'

obvious. While many 'frameworks have been advanced in the past (see Nye and

Berardo, 1966), most have not sufficiently accounted for the complexits of

family life 4n the real world (Broderick, 1971).

InAteingly, general systems theory has been viewed as a more comprehensive

base ,for models offamily interactions. Several theorists and researchers have

i,egUn to utilize system's theory in their work-with families (Bowen, 1966; Watz-

lawick, et al., 19$7; Lederer and Jackson, 1968; Speer, 1970; Kantoand Lehr,

1975;. Lewis, et al., 1976). This trend has supported Broderick's (1971) cot-17

'tention that the systems approach fosters a conception of the family as a

cbmplek system and provides An.opportunity for incorporation of other &o-
.

retIcal bOdels.-
,_

General systems theory.also provides the base for the conceptual framework

of the-family presented in thisPaper: _However, the framework is unique in that

the fulily is viewed a system of coextensive four-dimensional enere, fields

engaged in a Complementary relationship with the energy field tha is the.

environment. (This conceptualigfition precludes many of the basic con epts
. .

usually foundin models using systdms theory, such as feedback, adaptat
4

ar14 Steady state. The framework represents the continuing effOrt of, the

, writer to conceptualize empirical observations of family life. It is an

4
emerging model _of the familY:and its-relationship:ithlthe environmen

11

t, making

no pretense of 'beirgcomplete at this time. The'frameiork is an abstract one,
-

. I

from which substantive theory and; testable hypotheses may be derived.

,
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The Framework'.

The conceptual framewdik is based upon' the assumption that.the energy _

fl

,field is the fundamental.miiit of life (Rogers, 1970). This assumption identi-
:r

more that an electro-dynamic biolOgical field (Burr

psychological field (Lewin, 1951; Benedek, 1,970) -.

ties-the energy fieild as

and Northrop, p63) or a

\-
Rather, the,energy field'is a four-dimensional field differentiated from other

'fields byAmaginary"and artificial boundaries. .

The-tentral concepts inthe model are the system and its eirvironment.

. Hall and Fagen (1968) claimed that a system and its environment comprise the

universe of all things of interest in a given °context, and that,the division of

,the universe into system and enironment is arbitiary, depending upon the in-

tentions of the investigator. ,

.A system is defined as a set of components together with relationships

_between the components and their properties (Hall and Fagen, 1968:81). A

family is a;system because it is composed of interrelated parts. The basic,',

fam y members (e.g., children, relatives) are added: The components of the

family s tem are the individual family members, whose properties are those

of four -dime sional energy fields. The family system. itself is a four-dimdn-

sional energy field, "a complete,organism, a unity in tis own right, as tear

as an individual." '(Howells, 1972:127). ',

. '

,
The system has an environment, which As defined as ".the set of all objects

.,. . .

.

i \ .

a change in whose attributes affect the system and also those objectg whose.
e

attributes are changed by the behavior of the system (Hall and Fagen, },1968:83).
.

...,
''^ .,'!:

t

The environment is also a fOur-dimensionai energy,field, In this,conceptual'
0

. C

framewo4c, the individual family member Is a system whose environment is the

family system.... The environment of tgNfamily system -is the larger. society,
.

.

. g,
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the culture in whiCh it is iodated. As four-dimensipnalTen rgy fields, the

individual family members and the family system are engagedqn complementary

relationships with their respective,environments

The properties of four - dimensional, energy fields in general, and .of the
\ ..

fl

A

.-,q. ..1

family system:in particular, are wholeness: openess, uniTdirectionality, pattern
\

and organization, sentience and thought (Rogers, 1970). The, family system is
%

.

4

an integral, unified wiiole, more than and different from the sum of its'parts.
, --)

,..

;

relationshipsIt is not simply a ,group of individuals, but rathera system of relationshi .....

.

that is new, emergent, unitlue. The characteristics of the faMily system cannot

be'completely explained by the." ,(Herrick, 1956:51). The behavior of the

family system'is coherent and inseparably whole. All phenomena, within the

system are part of the system as a whole (Watzlawick, et al., 1967; Howells,

1970). The unified whole of the family system interacts with the unified-

whole of the environment. This interaction cannot be fully explained by

reducing-it to component parts, althoUgh it may be convenient at times to

deal withspecific
/
types'of system- environment interactions.

The family system isa living open system engaged in mutual and

taneous'interactions With the.environment., Since the. amily is an pen
.

4
system, any change in

other" members (Bowen,.

one family member is

1966; Watzlawick;-et

accompanied; by changes in the

al., 1967; lederer and Jackson,

1960., .

!

The amily system moves through space-time unidirectionally and irreveT-
t

'.

-Ashly. It is'a negentropic system, tending toWardncreasing order, complexity,

aid heterogeneity.,, The family system is constanly 'becoming; constanly evolving,

constantly increasing its differentiation (Speer, 1970;. Lewis, et al., 106).
4

ts:

v 6
. SoSo

Ie.
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or

The family system is patterned and organized. Pattern and organization

are the observable prope rties of a system, identifying it and leflecting its

wholeness (Herrick, 1956. The pattern of a' family system is unique., It is
,. ,

never complete, but rather is fluid and everchanging. Changes in pattern are

,
,

.
.

,,effectedby the mutual interactions among family members (Bowen, 1966; Hess
..' .

.

0- -

and fandel, 1967) and between the faailisystem-and the environment.

.

The family system possesses the ca1:4city for abstraction, imagery,

language, thought, sensation, and emotion. It is sentient anc pinking. It
A

is these capacities that serve as shapers of'the mutual and siniultanepus
. .

I.
, 1 ,

interaction's among family, members and between the family system and the

envirOnment.

The propertAs

the fgrmulation of

in the real world,

of the family system which have been presented underlie

certain prineiples,, whiCh while subject to verification

"postulate the way the Iftmily.systenij is and predict

the nature of its'evolving.+" (Rogers, 1970: 96).. .The principle of helicy

1.8 defined as "i,function.of continuous innovative change growing out of the

mutual "interactiowaof [the family system and the environment] along a

spiralling'longitudinal axis bound inspace-tiMe.",;'(Rogers, 1970:101).
,

. .

The principle of resoancy hypothesizes the change in,the pattern and
..

'
.

_t,

..

.

, organization Of a: system and itS environment is propagated by waves-f(Roges,

- . , .
, ,

1970:101qi02) : The pattern of, the -energy fieldS:that arethe-family System
.

and the environment is a wave phenomenon encompassing the totality ofiboth.
., .

!'

These principleS.,

:previously discus'se

by t 'writer.

interactio

1

. ° .

114...with_the Aper.tres'.iif the:,Eamily:sYstem
. .

. _ .

form "the eopceptnal fratework,.of the'family developed':
0 .:,

\

. 1.- i .
,

It iSbelAeved th4t this,modell of family sysiem-environment.,
,....

. .\

has many' implications for the fieldoffamil study; For the
,. s; ,..r 7

\- , .

, purpo'se of clarification,. we, example's will'be,presented. '

0

6
-4,

';
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.As noted ea rlier in the,paper,,the' conceptual framework is' an abstract

one. "However, it is maintained that many well-established theories of the

family may be u-ful in explaining parts of the.family system-orpironment

relationship, as long as the artificial dichotomies engendered by. these

theories arrecognizedk* Pallidly development theory was ohogen to illustrate
.

how a parti6laktheory may explain some aspects of the family sistern-
.

- \envi,r-dhment relationship:

Tlie' family has .a life cykle, just as the individual does. Duvall (19.71:

1122113) stated, "Much as an individual grows, develops, mh&res, and. ages',

undergoing the successive changes and readjustments from conception to sene-

scence, ,..., so families likewise'have a life, cyCle.that is' seen 'in the

universal'sequence of family development." The family system eVolves:Ubi.--
,-

.directionally and irreversibly along the continuum of its life cycle. be-
.

velopment is negentropic, such that tbepattern and organiiation of the

family system-becomes more complex dnd,,differentlated as the life cycle

p
401k,

e.progresses.

The life cycle of the family syttern may arbitrarily be divided.into

.

stages, The' divis ions are for the purpose of stud and may be operationa lly

. defined by the investigator. Although e ch stage has its beginnings in the
1

. .

phases that are past andlts frOtation in development yet to come ". (Duvall,;

.:' l .
,

1971:118), each, 'stage Is unique; each an expression of the totality of events
7

.
... ,

presdnt at that-poInt in koacel-tiMe. And, because the pattern and. organization.
or. .e . ... ,. ,

. .' 4 ..'
of the'family system constantly change as-the'system interacts with the environ:-.. -.. P

.

0
ment, there is no repetition as the family progresses-through its many stages:,

,,
t.

loth the family system and individua family members have developmental
.

.

-I.' .
.

'.

taskstasks to master during theix_ life cycles. As. these tasks are undertaken, the
--%

-.

pattern and brgai#zation of both individual famp.members and. the family

. .
, °

7l .
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system change. -Chant@ in any onpimember of the family effects change in the

other members anet in the system as...a whole. The rate of change in pattern and .

organization varies roughout thp life cycle sof_both individual family members

and the family syst -

,
,,...

... ..

_
- .

It may be seen then, that family development.theorThelps to explain certain
.

aspects of family fe within the context of the model of the family as a living

e.
open system,.

It was noted earlier that the abstract nature of the fvmework fostered

derivation of-1N tantive theory and testable hypotheses. A studyIrecently' ,

f.

completed by the writef.wil1 serve as an example (Fawcett, 1976). A theory
4

,was 'derived from the concepts,of oppnness, pattern and organization, and mutual

,and simultaneous interaction within the family system. Using.idenalication

as an empirical indicator of mutual, and simultaneousAInteractien, it wads hy-
-

pothesized that spouses! stren&throf idertification was positively related

. ,I . .t

to the similarity:in their chang;siniody image during and-after pregnancy.

0 ., .
, i .

.
.

.-,
.

Results indicated that multiparobs wives and husbandsdemonstrate similar

changes in the amount of space they perceiVe the bodies to. occupy from the
.___,,

.. t
.

eighth month of Pregnancy through the second postpartal month. However, .

. _____
. . . .

,,-.

strength of, identification between spouses could not be demonstrated to be
J

a mediator of those changes. The findings or the study Suggested that the

more abstract theoryof mutual and simultaneoUs change in pattern and organi:-

:

zation vas supported, but that identification taas not an appropriate indicator.

,.'
...

.' .-

Current research efforts are being directed toward exploration of role xe-
.

lations as a more'appropriate empirical indicator.
.s , .

Summary ,

The conceptual framework of the family presented in this paper views
..-

the family.as a reality in itself. The four-didensionarenergy field tHat

:41 -I-
/

re.
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is the family System is a livihg open systei, a dynamic whole engaged in

mutual and simultaneous interaction with a.four-dimeneional energy field

that is the-enviro6ent. The. family syitem Is patterned and organised;
i

. , ... ...

it evolves unidireceibnaIly and irreversibly through space-time; and it is

sentient and thinking. It' was poitulated that the.familY system is desT

cribed'and explained by the principles, of helicy and resonancy, and that

these principles predict the evolution of the family system.
(

.

The properties and principles of the-frameworkprOvide a.model which is
,

useful for the field of family study. .An,example of the incorporation f'

1 .

faiify development theory into the ramework was pr
-

esented, as was a research

. e

example,- with substantive theory and hypotheses derived frOm the model.-
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